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Statement of Problem

During my fine art studies at Ball State University I became intrigued by the
concept of mark making. The distinctive qualities of an individual’s personal gesture
led me to focus my Master of Arts project on the exploration of mark making with
regards to its uniqueness and potential for being recreated faithfully. Sometime during
everyone’s childhood education one is exposed to a demonstration of verbal
information skewed through repetitive misinterpretation. A positive statement can be
transformed into a negative one by simply being misunderstood. Most children are
taught this lesson through “Telephone Game.” The “Telephone Game” begins with a
simple statement or phrase. The statement is then whispered to another individual.
That individual then whispers what was heard to the next person.

This process

continues until everyone in the group has received someone’s interpretation of the
original message.

The last individual to receive the message announces what is

believed to be the original statement.

Not surprisingly, the content of the final

statement drastically differs from the original.

People may use personal biases,

preferences or bad perception to alter the original content.

In The Meme Machine

(Blackmore, 1999, p. 4) the author proposes:
When you imitate someone else, something is passed on.

This

‘something’ can then be passed on again, and again, and so take on a life
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of its own. We might call this an idea, an instruction, a behavior, a piece
of information…
Blackmore attributes this behavior to a genetic trait that enables the memory-based
essence or core of a thing to be passed on successfully between individuals. Sine this
effect is so easily demonstrated with verbal communication, I chose to investigate
whether a similar effect was possible with visual communication and whether one’s
visual signature remained constant after repeated re-interpretations. By using the
“Telephone Game” this creative project attempts to address these concepts though the
examination of automatic drawing and spontaneous mark making with an emphasis on
composition and formal properties.

History

Much of my early work was very representational. Along the way I developed a
strong interest in painting. Painting provided a means of creating marks that were
more fluid and spontaneous than those of the hard printed images I had produced.
Although abstract art is by no means limited to specific media, it was the fluidity of
painting that I found most interesting. Travel to Europe also provided an enormous
amount of inspiration. In Europe I saw first hand the works of artists like Henry Moore
and Eduardo Paolozzi and they continued to spark my interest in abstract art. These
artists were able to convey complex ideas and emotions despite a minimalist approach
to representation. The abstract expressionists had a strong influence on my early
paintings. Their work always conveyed a freshness and excitement. Many of their
marks were bursting with energy. Even in the absence of brush strokes each artist
communicated an intense, personal visual style.
I was quickly drawn to the work of Jackson Pollock. Pollock’s drips and splatters
provided the spontaneity that I was looking for. Understanding how to use and
manipulate different viscosities of paint became an essential component of my growth
as a painter. Discovering these new methods of mark making inspired me to work on a
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larger scale. I felt that these spontaneous marks had to be created by using the whole
arm movement in order to captivate their full energy and potential. Larger mark
making in painting quickly became essential to me as an undergraduate and its
influence spread even further in my graduate studies.

Joan Mitchell also had a visual

language that captivated my attention. Like Pollock, her dripped marks contained
tremendous amounts of energy but her work especially intrigued me by the inclusion of
more solid forms comprising multiple layers of marks. I eventually grew uncomfortable
just studying Pollock. Pollock’s style was so distinguishable that it seemed difficult to
push this method into something I could call my own. The inclusion of more solid forms
allowed me to incorporate the two different artists’ styles without over-emulating
either. I continued my explorations by combining the styles of both artists. These
paintings were very open ended as I directed my efforts toward gesture and
composition.
As I continued to focus on paintings that emphasized mark making, the drips and
splatters of Pollock always reminded me of urban graffiti writers. In the world of
graffiti, the artist’s signature literally became the artwork, reminiscent of the abstract
expressionist signature style. This idea led to an artistic avenue that I had been
exploring; that is, the concept of incorporating the identifiable and signature marks of
graffiti artists into an abstract composition. Artists such as Jean-Michel Basquiat and
Futura had originally gained notoriety as graffiti artists. Their later work gradually
took on aspects of traditional paintings which not only involved personal gesture but
also incorporated an abstract approach. Their work was connected to abstract
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expression through mark and gesture, but with more emphasis on color field and
narrative.
Their variations on abstraction inspired me to examine specifically the abstract
expressionists who explored color field painting.

Helen Frankenthaler and Ad

Reinhardt created images that virtually eliminated the visual brushstroke. A later artist
named Brice Marden explored this same approach early on in his career. He later
involved a signature mark that also excluded brush strokes, taking him back to marks
and gesture, relating closely to the styles I explored. Marden created repetitive series
using almost identical shapes. Often it was simply a form that consisted of a squiggled
line and rarely included any texture. Line, color and composition became key tools used
when trying to discover visual signature.
Takashi Murakami used the term “super flat” to describe his work as well as
much of contemporary Japanese art. “Super flatness” was proclaimed the stage to the
future (Murakami, 2000). Murakami’s work was unlike much of what I had been
exploring in mark making. Almost all of his work was figurative. He did, however, deal
with ideas of eliminating the brushstroke.

When exposed to Murakami’s work, I

recognized some of my own ideas explored within a contemporary context. Murakami
pursued his work much like other artists had in the past. He created a visual style that
used imagery and flatness to become his signature style.
At first glance, all of these artists’ work seemed drastically different to me. When
they were grouped together however and reexamined by the theories behind their
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works it became evident that mark making was a strong central component. As Helen
Frankenthaler (Hess, 2006, p. 17) expressed:
I’ve explored a variety of directions and themes over the years. But I
think in my painting you can see the signature of one artist, the work of
one wrist.
Through my own exploration of painting I have examined the distinct approaches of
many artists. My paintings have shown an evolution that was directly related to these
influences with mark making techniques continuing to be a primary theme.

Method

In order to attempt an understanding of the process by which others perceive
mark making, it was essential to realize the way that marks have influenced me. What
draws me to these marks in which I see artistic potential? Does a common element
exist among them? How does the transformation of drawing to painting occur? Can
drawing and mark making occur spontaneously without pre-conceived notions? The
author of Making Sense of Children’s Drawings (Willats, 2005, p. 46) offers some insight
from the observation of children, specifically a child named Ben:
Probably Ben did not set out with the intention of drawing an aeroplane,
but the combination of the two marks suggested a meaning for the
drawing and he gave this meaning a name.
This is similar to the way I have approached drawing and painting.
My initial sketches began as a series of marks grouped together.

Like a

signature, they were usually limited to only several strokes. This limited the amount of
searching that was required to investigate whether some kind of suggestive form could
be created. The moment that potential was realized, composition came into effect. A
group of lines could not portray meaning on an open page. Examining the marks, I
created a space in order for them to exist. Again, Willats (2005) observes, “Random
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collections of marks cannot convey meaning effectively, even though each mark in
isolation may have meaning” (p. 55).

I believed that the use of space allowed

suggestions. Without it, the drawings could be totally different or lost. Once the
drawing was placed in a space, interpreting it led to the final painting.
My project began in this same manner. Using this method, I decided to conduct
an observational study in an attempt to understand how others perceived marks. First I
designed three individual compositions of line drawings. All off them were created
through automatic drawing. I then selected three groups of like participants in order to
explore the effects of perception upon a mark. The groups contained participants who
considered themselves non-artistic, beginning level art students and, lastly, advanced
level art students. These three groups would allow a broad spectrum of views towards
my drawings. Each of the three groups consisted of nineteen participants.
Once the groups were determined, I began the “Telephone Game”. The first
member of each group was presented with an individual drawing. The first individual
from each group was asked to recreate the assigned drawing. Throughout the entire
process, each participant performed the replication task in isolation. Participants were
not given any information on the underlying purpose of the task at hand. They were
asked only to pick-up a pencil and draw the sketch as it was perceived. No time
restraint was imposed so that participants could make the most accurate interpretation
as possible. After the first participant interpreted my original drawing, the result was
passed on to the next individual within the same group. This process continued until
each group comprised twenty drawings. Each group finished the task at different times
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dependent upon the availability of participants. Caution was taken to always ensure
that no history of the procedure was given to the participants.

This restriction

eliminated any preconceived influences that could affect the groups’ drawing process.
The drawings from each group were then placed in a manner that would
illustrate the evolution of the process. For the next step I produced six paintings. Using
the original drawings, I created paintings incorporating formal properties emphasizing
line composition and color. By examining the painting that interpreted my original
drawing, following the progression through the line drawings and concluding with my
interpretative painting of the final drawing, one could observe the effects of the
participants’ perceptions.

Results

When exhibited in the gallery space, the two paintings from each particular
group were hung side by side (Figure 1). Drawings produced by participants in the
respective group were displayed below the paintings. The twenty drawings from each
group were mounted on a single canvas. Each canvas consisted of two rows of ten
drawings. When viewed from left to right, as if reading, the evolution of the project can
be witnessed. For the practicality of this paper, each participant group’s drawings have
been divided into two separate pages.
Figure 2 through Figure 5 consist of images relating to participants who
considered themselves non-artistic. Figure 2 is the painting based on my original
drawing. Figure 3 and Figure 4 display the participant group’s interpretations. When
viewing this series, one should start with the top left corner. This is my original
drawing. Continue left to right, top to bottom. The series continues on Figure 4 once
again starting with the top left image. Figure 5 is the painting based on the final
participant’s interpretation of my original drawing. The subsequent sets of figures
should be viewed in the same manner. Figures 6 through Figure 9 consist of images
associated with beginning level art students. Figure 10 through Figure 13 are those
associated with advanced level art students.

Discussion

Much like phrases whispered into the ears of each person in the “Telephone
Game”, drawings were significantly altered as the image passed among all the
participants of each group. When all of the drawings were completed, it was difficult to
determine which group was the most successful. It should be noted, however, that the
participants’ drawings were not meant to be exact copies, but rather graphic
equivalents and interpretations.
It seemed logical to expect that participants who considered themselves nonartistic would have produced the least accurate representations. One often assumes
that artists, in general, possess an innate talent for visual interpretation and
representation. The people who were inexperienced with drawing possibly evaluated
their own abilities as being limited to sketching “stick figures”. As the series progressed
among the group (Figure 3 and Figure 4) some forms ultimately disappeared while
retaining some basic consistency. Line pressure also varied and the roundness of the
original figure eventually assumed a rectangular aspect.
Following this line of thought one would have expected beginning level art
student drawings (Figure 7 and Figure 8) to fall in the middle of an accuracy scale.
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Surprisingly this group’s results demonstrated the least amount of accuracy.

Line

intensity remained fairly consistent but the image changed drastically by the time the
last participant produced a drawing. Perhaps a sort of intimidation, uncertainty or
maybe overconfidence prompted these first year students to avoid using the full
potential of their existing skills.
The group comprising advanced level art students produced the most accurate
drawings within its series (Figure 11 and Figure 12).

Forms and objects remained

mostly faithful to the original image while line pressure gradually decreased. Rather
than inject any personal interpretations into a drawing this group appeared content
with the marks as they were seen. Several explanations could be made for this effect.
Perhaps these advanced students did not view the task as particularly challenging.
Occupation with individual coursework may have generated a lesser interest in
participating in some extraneous assignment. Since the drawings were merely line
drawings the participants may have also anticipated producing accurate pieces with
very little effort.
As expected, the progressive sequence of each group’s drawings demonstrated a
definite trend away from fidelity to the initial piece.

Participants mainly attempted to

mimic an image and, for the most part, did not interject personal style. While this
informal experiment cannot conclusively prove the cause of such results it can be
inferred that interpretation, perception and artistic skill all influenced each
participant’s drawing.

When each series is viewed as a whole, however, some of the

basic initial marks can be detected throughout.
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While participants limited themselves creatively during the process of
reproducing the marks, I imposed no such limitation on myself as I created larger
paintings. I attempted to convey the essential form of the initial and final sketches while
converting them to my vision on the painted canvas. When searching for the potential
in the marks I often considered the drawings as a group to envision a suggestive whole.
Forms could also be distinguished within larger pre-existing forms. While some of the
resulting forms created by the participants did not specifically exist, I believed that they
could exist anywhere through the spontaneity of my compositions. Initial drawings
were chosen as the basis for this project because I believed they could be interpreted
into strong, stand-alone paintings. Although many of my preliminary drawings could
have been chosen, the ones bearing the most visual potential and energy and that I felt
could have existed by themselves were selected. This was the underlying theme of my
paintings. Memory researcher Susan Blackmore contends that basic images maintain
their influence in thought regardless of endless imitation and reinterpretation:
The single painting is the natural unit for most of us and that is why we
remember Van Gogh’s Sunflowers or buy postcards of Edvard Munch’s
The Scream. Styles of painting, such as impressionism and cubism, can
also be copied and therefore count as memes, but can hardly be divided
into units. (Blackmore, 1999, p. 54)
In terms of faithfulness, my paintings that represented the initial drawings (Figure 2,
Figure 6, Figure 10) were the most accurate based on personal familiarity and vision of
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the final piece. Nevertheless, transitioning a drawing into a large painting provided
ample room for artistic freedom and spontaneity.
When developing this collection of paintings not only did I explore mark making,
but also a new medium. Beforehand my paintings were produced using oils. This body
of work became an experiment with acrylic paint media. With acrylics I was able to
introduce washes and eliminate visible brush strokes. The results were satisfying but
were achieved through some difficulty as the small drawings were translated into
larger paintings. Eliminating the brush strokes like Murakami involved the challenge of
building up opacities. Maintaining the shapes entailed painting lines with additional
decisiveness. This, in turn, led to the inclusion or exclusion of certain aspects from the
original drawings. Colors required a similar method of application to ensure enough
was available to cover an entire area.
Composition was also essential to a final piece. This may have led to some
editing due to stroke size and placement. When creating paintings based on the final
participant interpretations (Figure 5, Figure 9, Figure13), it seemed that the editing was
required to create strong compositions but did not necessarily deem these original
source drawings as inferior. I was initially startled by the participants’ transformations.
Artistic authorship was applied to convey my personal ideals. This was evident when
comparing some of the paintings to the drawings. Variations that occurred between the
drawings and paintings were directly a result of my emphasis on composition.
Composition shaped the lines in the paintings into suggestive forms. Once these
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suggestive forms were in place the color palettes conformed to the energy evoked by
the drawings.
Color also played an important role in this body of work. The entire color palette
was never determined fully before the painting process began. Instead, spontaneity
drove the choice of each color on to the next. I believed that this allowed every painting
to possess a color palette that worked as a family, each relating to one another visually.
Consideration was also given to the simple aspects of color theory. By contrasting light
and dark as well as warm and cool colors, the spaces pushed and pulled against each
other. This created visual depth that was further emphasized by other elements in the
painting.
Use of line also allowed spatial references. More importantly the use of line
carried the basic shapes into an undetermined amount of space. The opacity of the
lines, in turn, provided strong separation between the sometimes translucent color
fields. These opaque lines were further emphasized by contrasting splatters and drips
added early in the painting process. While this supplied spatial reference, it also
allowed multiple juxtapositions to occur. The first opposing style pitted spontaneity
against the controlled lines. Although lines seemed to be controlled, they originally
resulted from spontaneous gesture. One of the initial premises of this series of
paintings, “Telephonic Alterations”, was to explore the significance or even existence of
an original mark. I had to balance intention with control during development of each
painting. Likewise the color application was controlled but it also existed within its
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own spontaneous right. The paintings succeeded when I struck a balance between mark
making and color.

Conclusion
This simple informal experiment was able to demonstrate a visual “Telephone
Game” effect much like its verbal counterpart. As people serially reproduced a drawn
image, the content gradually changed as it passed from hand to hand.
explanations were offered for this effect.

Several

Participant skill level, motivation and

concentration were among possible causes for the results. While the final image could
vary significantly from the initial image, the basic form of the original mark was evident
throughout. Abstract painting techniques were then applied to image pairs to illustrate
how full creative expression could be applied to uncomplicated marks giving them a
new expressive range while preserving the basic forms.
Throughout this project, I have focused on ideas surrounding spontaneous mark
making. The examination of others’ interpretation of marks has given me a better
understanding of my own capabilities as a mark maker and painter. Not only has this
process been extremely influential to my artistic growth but also has significantly
shaped my personal artwork. Through this process I have been able to develop a series
of paintings that represents a study of mark making interpreted through the eyes of
others possessing varying degrees of artistic skills. Not only were the paintings
relevant to the outcome of the experiment but they were also capable of standing out on
their own merits as independent works of art. My future endeavors will continue a
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richer exploration of incorporating mark making into my artwork along with a pursuit
of other creative avenues.
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Figure 1. Example of results presented in the gallery space.

Figure 2. Non-artistic group. Painting based on original drawing.

Figure 3. Non-artistic group. Participant interpretations (Part 1).

Figure 4. Non-artistic group. Participant interpretations (Part 2).

Figure 5. Non-artistic group. Author’s painting based on final participant’s
drawing.

Figure 6.
drawing.

Beginning level art students. Author’s painting based on original

Figure 7. Beginning level art students. Participant interpretations (Part 1).

Figure 8. Beginning level art students. Participant interpretations (Part 2).

Figure 9.

Beginning level art students.

participant’s drawing.

Author’s painting based on final

Figure 10. Advanced level art students. Author’s painting based on original
drawing.

Figure 11. Advanced level art students. Participant interpretations (Part 1).

Figure 12. Advanced level art students. Participant interpretations (Part 2).

Figure 13.

Advanced level art students.

participant’s drawing.

Author’s painting based on final

